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愛慾危機解密
Ai yu wei ji jie mi
by Akuan
Xianggang : 2013. 248 p.. Paperback
All along, Akuan has been speaking up for men in
the issue of love. This time, he teams up with a
young woman, He Miaoqi, to come up with a series
of usually interesting love stories. The book
contains 37 stories about love and lust, and
they all happen in modern big cities.
ISBN: 9789882163164
CHI67083 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

ADULTS/BOOK/BIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL:
美漂
Mei piao
by Mandi Hu
Beijing : 2013. 336 p.. Paperback
The background of this novel is about a female
Chinese-American lawyer in US, her law practice
experiences, her exotic romance, and the people
surrounding her. Also through the character, the
author interprets the channels to get US green
card. It is a fictitious version of American
immigration law. At the same time, she
incorporates American culture and holidays in
the stories.
ISBN: 9787506367028
CHI66570 US$16.80(CA$24.00)

认罪书
Ren zui shu
by Ye Qiao
Beijing : 2013. 208 p.. Paperback
Qiao is one of the best younger writers in
present time and has received a prestigious
literary award. The novel is about an
extramarital affair of a middle-aged man. The
story is also a family history.
ISBN: 9787530213384
CHI67220 US$16.80(CA$24.00)

ADULTS/BOOK/GENERAL FICTION:
孔雀
Kong que
by Qiang Li
Beijing : 2013. 192 p. . Paperback
Li Qiang is famous script writer. "Peacock" was
filmed in 2003. For the first time it is
published as a book. It is a family story and
how they compromise with the fates... The
stories happen in a small city, it could be
anywhere in China, a main street where you
always meet someone you know on the street, a
couple movie theaters, local performing centers,
factories, postal office, hospitals, stores,
schools and military camp...
ISBN: 9787550214231
CHI66737 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

遺憾的天空
Yi han de tian kong
by Guqi
Xianggang : 2013. Paperback
The book contains three stories: In the wee
hours of the night, while most people sleep
soundly, a busy street is just wakening up -- a
very touching story about a shoe store and a
cosmetic store. Second story is about searching
for a loved one. And the third is about the
definitions of coincidence and forever.
ISBN: 9789881217134
CHI67594 US$19.60(CA$28.00)
洞洞舞女和川菜廚子
Dong dong wu nu he Chuan cai chu zi
by Yiwu Liao
Taibei : 2013. 420 p.. Paperback
The author has received literary award at the
2012 Frankfurt Bookfair and 2013 French literary
award. This book reveals the lives of 30
marginalized characters in modern China.
ISBN: 9789865794071
CHI67619 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

小时代1.0折纸时代
Xiao shi dai 1.0 zhe zhi shi dai
by Jingming Guo
Beijing : 2013. 332 p.. Paperback
The revised edition is published as the movie
with the same title is released. Tiny Times is
the story of life of Lin Xiao and her three
friends (Gu Li, Nan Xiang and Tang Wanru) as
they move from high school to college and then
enter society.
ISBN: 9787535467089
CHI66993 US$16.80(CA$24.00)

喀拉布风暴
Kalabu feng bao
by Ke Hong
Chongqing : 2013. 488 p. . Paperback
The author has won and nominated to many
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literature awards. This novel is his latest
masterpiece. Kalabu storm in the desert is
actually a love storm. Through the descriptions
of four main characters, the author tells each
family saga in the western desert - frontier
beyond the Great Wall. He interprets human
existence and life history with artistic
expression and great power.
ISBN: 9787229068172
CHI67688 US$16.80(CA$24.00)
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circle of wealthy Chinese business people who
have immigrated to Canada.
ISBN: 9787218080376
CHI67942 US$18.20(CA$26.00)
终极底牌
Zhong ji di pai
by Xin Zhang
Guangzhou : 2013. 352 p.. Paperback
Two best friends who love each other like
sisters ... two young women look for the first
taste of love ... two different fates ... Once
the trump card is used, can it be taken back?
ISBN: 9787536068445
CHI67947 US$16.80(CA$24.00)

蝴蝶公墓
Hu die gong mu
by Jun Cai
Changsha : 2013. 288 p.. Paperback
Every place on earth has a public gravesite for
butterflies, it is usually a hidden corner by
the edge of the city. We seldom see a dying
butterfly because when it feels that end is
near, it'll fly over to the corner to wait for
death. The gravesite of butterflies also serves
as the portal between hell and heaven ...
ISBN: 9787543893672
CHI67715 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

封面女郎
Feng mian nu lang
by Xinwu Liu
Nanjing : 2013. 270 p. . Paperback
Liu Xinwu is the winner of prestigious "Mao Dun
literature Prize" winner in 1985. This book is a
collection of "Cover girl", his other short
stories and essays.
ISBN: 9787539958019
CHI68048 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

姐姐的墓园
Jie jie de mu yuan
by Ximin Li
Chongqing : 2013. 256 p.. Paperback
Reality is usually scarier than horror stories.
From childhood to womanhood, sister has walked
all over this country, yet she cannot escape
from hurt and humiliation. Those who love her
have misfortunes, those she loves hurt her
deeply ...
ISBN: 9787229070465
CHI67720 US$16.80(CA$24.00)

在暗夜中欢笑
Zai an ye zhong huan xiao
by He Chen
Shanghai : 2013. 327 p. . Paperback
This novel is Chinese-Canadian author Chen He's
new work. In this novel he describes the living
ventures with emotion of overseas Chinese in
Albania. He tells not only the complex and
turbulent life of these overseas Chinese, but
also shows the changing history of Europe and
the Balkans.
ISBN: 9787532149032
CHI68139 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

大薩滿
Da Saman
by Xuebo Guo
Taibei : 2013. 368 p.. Paperback
This novel is about shaman culture. In order to
better understand shamanism, Guo went to the
Horqin Grassland in Mongolia to meet an elderly
and well respected Shaman. After that, a series
of unexplained events happened ...
ISBN: 9789865803582
CHI67876 US$22.40(CA$32.00)

恐怖愛情
Kong bu ai qing
by Yixing Wang
Xianggang : 2013. 238 p.. Paperback
Just like the title, these short stories are
about "horror" and "love". There are many
horrors in love affairs -- witnessing your
better half cheating on you, being stalked by
someone who has a crush on you ... the most
horrible thing is that he/she does not love you.
ISBN: 9789888207695
CHI68216 US$25.20(CA$36.00)

情归何处: 温哥华的中国富豪
Qing gui he chu: Wengehua de Zhongguo fu hao
by Zhaolong Ke
Guangzhou : 2013. 364 p.. Paperback
Story is about the colorful private lives of the
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妈阁是座城
Ma ge shi zuo cheng
by Geling Yan
Beijing : 2014. Paperback
In October 2008, May picked up her valuable
client, Duan. He is a dignified and wealthy real
estate investor from Beijing. She led him into
the VIP room of an elegant casino. There began
the largest gamble in her life ...
ISBN: 9787020101825
CHI68356 US$18.20(CA$26.00)
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CHI68486 US$15.40(CA$22.00)
梦想规划师
Meng xiang gui hua shi
by Tong Xiao
Beijing : 2014. 217 p.. Paperback
Quickly approaching 30, Su, as an adviser of
foreign investment, is worried about being laid
off. So she goes to interview for an MBA
program, and accidently meets a man who claims
to be a dream planner ...
ISBN: 9787510447280
CHI68509 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

小兒子
Xiao er zi
by Yijun Luo
Taibei : 2013. 384 p.. Paperback
Luo's family consists of a gentle and beautiful
wife; two sons, one introverted and one
outgoing; plus a pack of dogs. Luo naturally
considers himself the "alpha dog" of the family.
The stories here will warm your heart.
ISBN: 9789865823610
CHI68375 US$25.20(CA$36.00)

阵痛
Zhen tong
by Ling Zhang
Beijing : 2014. 340 p.. Paperback
Zhang resided in Canada. The story spans from
1942 to 2008, and is about three generations. A
mother is always a mother no matter in what
circumstances.
ISBN: 9787506373081
CHI68963 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

青春万岁
Qing chun wan sui
by Meng Wang
Beijing : 2014. 324 p.. Paperback
Wang's work at 19 - a blend of ideology, heroism
and romance -- Story took place in 1950s
Beijing, it is about a group of innocent high
school girls, their curiosity and doubts.
ISBN: 9787020101481
CHI68453 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

浮华背后
Fu hua bei hou
by Xin Zhang
Guangzhou : 2014. 242 p..
This is a multiple award-winning novel. The
story depicts city life, love, friendship,
affection and desire.
ISBN: 9787536069312
CHI68977 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

战起1938 : 上下冊
Zhan qi 1938 (2 v.)
by Fengdiuzi
Nanjing : 2013. 576 p.. Paperback
The story is about an ordinary young Chinese
woman being caught in the Second World War while
she was in Europe. It was a terrifying
experience. The military officer was everybody's
nightmare, but he was her angel.
ISBN: 9787539968483
CHI68459 US$29.40(CA$42.00)

我的泪珠儿
Wo de lei zhu er
by Xin Zhang
Guangzhou : 2014. 318 p..
Of all the choices, why there is no "only if
..." Zhang is a very good storyteller of city
life. This is an award-winning novel.
ISBN: 9787536069305
CHI68978 US$17.50(CA$25.00)
海城春秋
Hai cheng chun qiu
by Suiqing
Guangzhou : 2014. 297 p.. Paperback
Story is about three Chinese families immigrated
to San Francisco in the 1980s, it vividly
depicts their joy and sadness, their dreams and
beliefs.
ISBN: 9787218092393
CHI68979 US$18.20(CA$26.00)

留学生
Liu xue sheng
by Hongxing Pang
Beijing : 2014. 276 p.. Paperback
The story covers two generations in Moscow as
foreign students, their love with local women
and experiences in a foreign land.
ISBN: 9787506371841
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球狀閃電
Qiu zhuang shan dian
by Yan Mo
Taibei : 2014. 368 p.. Paperback
Mo is the 2012 Nobel Prize Laureate in
Literature. This is a collection of his most
respresentative short and midlength stories.
ISBN: 9789863440413
CHI69140 US$28.00(CA$40.00)
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陣痛
Zhen tong
by Ling Zhang
Taibei : 2014. 400 p.. Paperback
The story happened during the period when Japan
was hostile toward China. It involves three
generations of women and their men -- love, war,
death, rebirth.
ISBN: 9789865823733
CHI69390 US$28.00(CA$40.00)

美德
Mei de
by Qizhang Dong
Taibei : 2014. 176 p.. Paperback
This is an award-winning novel. Time: Beginning
June 2023, end June 2024. Location: V town,
Artists Village. People: Chain coffee shop
manager, rock climbing athlete, plus over 100
persons. Scene: Begins in the chain coffee shop
inside the Eden Shopping Center, ends on the
70th floor of the Eden upscale apartment
building.
ISBN: 9789570843910
CHI69242 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

约克公园
Yueke gong yuan
by Chen Chen
Wuhan : 2014. 256 p.. Paperback
Twenty-year-old woman goes to Toronto, formerly
known as York, in Canada to further her studies.
There she meets two other young women, the three
of them are like family away from home. The
story is about young people, their love affairs,
academic endeavors, etc. in foreign land.
ISBN: 9787535453938
CHI69469 US$14.00(CA$20.00)
飘窗
Piao chuang
by Xinwu Liu
Nanning : 2014. 320 p.. Paperback
Because of illness, Xue retired from his senior
engineer position. He spends time looking out
the window as his way of connecting with the
world. He sees many characters, including a
person who swears to kill, but Xue doesn't know
who ...
ISBN: 9787540769741
CHI69528 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

暗夜裡的白日夢
An ye li de bai ri meng
by Shuoyuan Xie
Taibei : 2014. 264 p.. Paperback
Is this a novel or a college thesis? How about
both? It doesn't matter which, it speaks for
men. "Summer of 2012, I made an important
decision -- I'll work as a public relations
person at a hotel." As a university student, for
doing a research paper, he worked to please
women ...
ISBN: 9789571359243
CHI69298 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

冬天日和
Dong tian ri he
by Yixing Wang
Xianggang : 2014. Paperback
Once a year, Wang uses his words to express
youth, love, entanglement, complex relationships
... what you can relate to. A 30-year-old downand-out man still is waiting for the return of
his girlfriend whom left him over a decade ago.
Then, out of the blue, he meets this young woman
with a limp ...
ISBN: 9789888287048
CHI69534 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

星星都在說話
Xing xing dou zai shuo hua
by Sufen Cai
Taibei : 2014. 328 p.. Paperback
The main character of the novel went to the
United States to work. The story reflects the
dreams of a young generation of Taiwanese people
who look for work, try to survive in foreign
land, take up the challenge of starting a family
...
ISBN: 9789570843934
CHI69373 US$22.40(CA$32.00)
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一個夏天的故事
Yi ge xia tian de gu shi
by Ling Zhang
Taibei : 2014. 304 p.. Paperback
Zhang is an overseas Chinese writer, and this is
an award-winning collection of her mid-length
stories. Everyone of us has endured long and
dark nights, but we all know that dawn will
always come.
ISBN: 9789571359786
CHI69650 US$21.00(CA$30.00)
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University, where he studied Chinese literature,
and later earned a master's degree in theater
from Taipei National University of the Arts.
ISBN: 9789865823856
CHI70086 US$35.00(CA$50.00)
世紀在回眸：北美華文作家短篇小說集
Shi ji zai hui mou
Taibei : 2014. 312 p.. Paperback
Short stories by North American Chinese writers.
ISBN: 9789868835177
CHI70293 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

帶燈
Dai deng
by Pingao Jia
Taibei : 2014. 496 p.. Paperback
Story happens in a small town. Daideng holds a
low level clerical position to process all
complaints, large and small, about
administration. Everyday, she has to calm irate
citizens ...
ISBN: 9789863441274
CHI69841 US$31.50(CA$45.00)

哀傷紀
Ai shang ji
by Xiaoyang Zhong
Taibei : 2014. 272 p.. Paperback
In 1986 a girl goes to San Francisco to study
and makes friends with one pair of fishing
partner, an American and a Chinese. From then on
love and friendship develop. But because of the
ocean because of age and because of the visa,
the girl has to leave the United States, a
relationship is lost ...
ISBN: 9789865824273
CHI70299 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

鲤.一间不属于自己的房间
Li.yi jian bu shu yu zi ji de fang jian
by Yueran Zhang
Beijing : 2014. 236 p.. Paperback
How do you find comfort and safety in a house
that doesn't belong to you? Owning a house can
be beyond reach to many young people. The
stories here can be serious, yet they can also
be funny, because it doesn't matter if you own
the home you live in, you can still find love
and warmth.
ISBN: 9787530213964
CHI69894 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

今天：366天,每天打開一道門 : 全二冊
Jin tian: 366 tian, mei tian da kai yi... (2
v.)
by Guangcai Hao
Taibei : 2014. 1088 p..
One real story everyday to re-experience the
moments that change the world.
ISBN: 9789861895437
CHI70477 US$56.00(CA$80.00)
那些回不去的年少時光 : 全三冊
Na xie hui bu qu de nian shao shi guang (3 v.)
by Tonghua
Taibei : 2014. 768 p.. Paperback
A group of young people's grow up story, set in
the 80's.
CHI70481 US$50.40(CA$72.00)

老师好美
Lao shi hao mei
by Geling Yan
Tianjin : 2014. 336 p.. Paperback
In artful and passionate language, the story
depicts unusual campus love affairs. The
thoughts of the female mind are more complicated
than you know.
ISBN: 9787201087245
CHI69906 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

ADULTS/BOOK/HISTORICAL NOVEL:
蘭陵公主
Lanling gong zhu
by Jinyu Xie
Taibei : 2013. 288 p.. Paperback
March in the capital city when spring flowers
were blooming, Princess Lanling from Beiwei in

女兒
Nu er
by Yijun Luo
Taibei : 2014. 584 p.. Paperback
A heartfelt story by Luo Yijun. Luo Yijun is a
Taiwanese writer. Luo attended Chinese Culture
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the north was getting married to the young and
handsome Prince Liu of the Song Dynasty. The two
were madly in love, but the quality of their 15
years of marriage began to change ...
ISBN: 9789868981898
CHI67862 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

February 2015

Tang Dynasty -- the complex relationships among
him, his wife and his wife's sister. Through
their story, readers could experience life of a
court minister during the Tang Dynasty.
ISBN: 9787542645029
CHI69544 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

中国1946
Zhongguo 1946
by Zhenglong Zhang
Shenyang : 2014. 305 p.. Paperback
In the format of a documentary, the book is rich
with historical events. It starts with China
resisting against Japanese invasion to its civil
war. The book also touches upon the political
interactions among China, the Soviet Union and
the United States.
ISBN: 9787552908688
CHI68473 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

ADULTS/BOOK/KUNG-FU STORY:
鑄劍師
Zhu jian shi
by Div
Taibei : 2013. 304 p.. Paperback
Inside his workshop, facing people ordering
swords, how did a swordsmith decide if he should
make the sword, and what kind of sword to make.
Twelve swords, 12 swordsmen, 12 stories -- this
is a historical story about the period of the
Warring States.
ISBN: 9789866000744
CHI67324 US$18.20(CA$26.00)

1944: 复活的郑和舰队
1944: fu huo de Zheng He jian dui
by Feiyu Gu
Changchun : 2014. 304 p.. Paperback
The year 1462, Admiral Zheng He and his fleet
went to the Atlantic for the sixth time
searching for new places. When the Ming Emperor
ordered for his return, four of his ships
continued on. Several years later, three ships
returned but one never made it home. 1944, the
United States bomber plane vanished, all
information about this incident was kept secret
...
ISBN: 9787538744958
CHI68994 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

迷侠记
Mi xia ji
by Dingrou Shi
Hangzhou : 2013. 259 p.. Paperback
Murong's healing power is almosst godlike,
except he himself is seriously sick. His circle
of people think that he and his only female
student are a perfect couple, except he is in
love with an illiterate swordwoman ...
ISBN: 9787533938079
CHI67700 US$16.80(CA$24.00)
迷神记
Mi shen ji
by Dingrou Shi
Beijing : 2013. 215 p.. Paperback
Murong begins to pass down his healing power to
his son, but the son, Zi, chooses to leave and
wander in the world of martial arts. Zi meets a
young woman, Su, a runaway bride. Their meeting
will lead Zi into problems he never expects.
ISBN: 9787533938093
CHI67702 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

耶路撒冷
Yelusaleng
by Zechen Xu
Beijing : 2014. 520 p.. Paperback
When Chu was young, he often saw an illiterate
old woman kept chanting the word "Jerusalem"
inside an abandoned church. Many years later, on
the night before his doctoral degree graduation,
he met a visiting professor from Isreal, and
discovered the connection between himself and
Jerusalem.
ISBN: 9787530213605
CHI68995 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

羅剎夫人
Luosha fu ren
by Zhenmu Zhu
Nanning : 2013. 316 p.. Paperback
The story depicts three topnotched martial arts
experts, two of them are women. A complex love
relationship happens among the three of them.

凤尾香罗
Feng wei xiang luo
by Yang Gao
Shanghai : 2014. 379 p.. Paperback
This is a colorful story about a famous poet in
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ISBN: 9787540766238
CHI68016 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

ISBN: 9787532761616
CHI66811 US$16.80(CA$24.00)

不死鳥
Bu si niao
by Xisi Xue
Taibei : 2014. 384 p.. Paperback
Her sword skill may not be the best, but she
definitely is the most beautiful swordsman.
Everybody will die one day, but not if your kung
fu is so good that you won't die. Every 20
years, the three tops schools of kung fu will
meet for a contest.
ISBN: 9789862906835
CHI69582 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

麒麟之翼
Qi lin zhi yi
by Keigo Higashino
Haikou : 2013. 288 p.. Paperback
In the middle of busy Tokyo, a middleaged man
gets killed, he dies watching a statue of kylin.
The chief suspect gets into a car accident
trying to escape from the police ...
ISBN: 9787544266161
CHI66938 US$16.80(CA$24.00)
左右對稱 : 草莓之夜3
Zuo you dui cheng : cao mei zhi ye 3
by Tetsuya Honda
Taibei : 2013. 240 p.. Paperback
The intent to kill has been brewing until the
critical moment ... seven shocking cases. Seven
stories about life, about crime and punishment.
ISBN: 9789861334653
CHI67339 US$18.20(CA$26.00)

舞阳录 : 上下冊
Wu yang lu (2 v.)
by Bufeiyan
Beijing : 2014. 488 p.. Paperback
Through a series of destructive disasters, a
young folk hero is emerged. Story describes his
interactions with parents, siblings, friends,
teachers, lovers. A hero has principles and is
determined to overcome barriers.
ISBN: 9787302363842
CHI69913 US$30.80(CA$44.00)

在大雪封閉的山莊裡
Zai da xue feng bi de shang zhuang li
by Keigo Higashino
Taibei : 2013. 272 p.. Paperback
Passing the audition, seven men and women are
supposed to rehearse for the stageplay in a
mountain villa. Only after their arrival, they
discover that the plot is a mystery with no
script, and the director will not be there. They
are told that the play is about seven people
being snowed in in a mountain villa, and there
will be a series of murder. The seven actors
will need to imagine themselves in that
situation. Soon, they discover that, one by one,
the actors vanish ...
ISBN: 9789573330325
CHI67901 US$18.20(CA$26.00)

ADULTS/BOOK/MYSTERY, ESPIONAGE:
危險人物 X
Wei xian ren wu X
by Jingjing Weng
Xianggang : 2013. 264 p.. Paperback
Prison -- a place to house hard core criminals
and framed innocent individuals -- among them,
killers may turn over a new leaf, or petty
criminals may get hardened. The author is an
attorney. The objective of the book is to
speculate the true motives of crimes -- money,
lust, drugs, alcohol ...?
ISBN: 9789882198708
CHI66373 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

恐怖愛情
Kong bu ai qing
by Yixing Wang
Xianggang : 2013. 238 p.. Paperback
Just like the title, these short stories are
about "horror" and "love". There are many
horrors in love affairs -- witnessing your
better half cheating on you, being stalked by
someone who has a crush on you ... the most
horrible thing is that he/she does not love you.
ISBN: 9789888207695
CHI68216 US$25.20(CA$36.00)

雪国之劫
Xue guo zhi jie
by Keigo Higashino
Shanghai : 2013. 272 p.. Paperback
Ski resort has a bomb! The warning letter claims
that bombs have been buried and if the demands
are not met, the bombs can be detonated at any
time. Readers get to decide who truly is the
criminal.
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海上流华之四面菩萨
Hai shang liu hua zhi si mian pu sa
by Yanni Zhu
Beijing : 2014. 500 p.. Paperback
New Year's eve of 1917, famous detective, Zheng,
went back to his hometown for the New Year, but
as soon as he got off the train, he vomited
blood and died. After cremetation, a white jade
statue of a deity appeared among his remains.
Sixteen years later, Zheng's son decides to
investigate his father's death.
ISBN: 9787302341055
CHI68580 US$28.00(CA$40.00)
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reappears. His escape from death leads to the
truth of a tragedy.
ISBN: 9787544729109
CHI68965 US$15.40(CA$22.00)
無形之雨：草莓之夜4
Wu xing zhi yu : cao mei zhi ye 4
by Tetsuya Honda
Taibei : 2014. 408 p.. Paperback
Three tragedies ... vengeance trilogy ... all
the rain cannot wash off bloodstained hands and
spirit. When the order has passed down not to
continue with the investigation of a murder, how
to find the truth?
ISBN: 9789861334950
CHI69128 US$21.70(CA$31.00)

暗夜無星
An ye wu xing
by Stephen King
Taibei : 2014. 416 p.. Paperback
Traditional Chinese translation of ' Full dark,
no stars' by Stephen King. A collection of four
new novellas. In the story 1922, a man plunges
into the depths of madness when his wife
attempts to sell off the family home. A mystery
writer, who was beaten and raped while driving
home from her book club, plots her revenge in
Big Driver. Diagnosed with a deadly cancer, a
man makes a deal with the devil in Fair
Extension. And in A Good Marriage, a woman
discovers her husband's darker side while he is
away on a business trip.
ISBN: 9789573330554
CHI68618 US$28.00(CA$40.00)

夜嬰十四夜
Ye ying shi si ye
by Shenxue
Xianggang : 2014. 300 p.. Paperback
Fourteen stories about strange encounters in the
city -- A place known to hold all lost items, is
it a fantasy, a rumor, a desire? If all you need
is to kill a man, and your boyfriend will love
you forever, will you do it? A buddy wants to
spend days and nights with you, what do you
think? What will happen if you sneak your birth
control pills into your husband's food?
ISBN: 9789888156825
CHI69318 US$24.50(CA$35.00)
夢幻花
Meng huan hua
by Keigo Higashino
Taibei : 2014. 384 p.. Paperback
Just as Qiu receives news that a cousin has
committed suicide, grandfather also gets
murdered. Qiu goes to grandfather's home to
investigate and finds a plant is missing, and
this plant has yellow flowers, and it's
grandfather's favorite. Qiu decides to research
this plant online.
ISBN: 9789865706159
CHI69383 US$26.60(CA$38.00)

學生街殺人
Xue sheng jie sha ren
by Keigo Higashino
Taibei : 2014. 384 p.. Paperback
After the university relocates, the street where
the campus used to be becomes quiet. After
graduation, Guangping keeps living on university
street, he lies to his parents that he has
entered graduate school, but actually he is lazy
to look for work. Then, out of the blue, his
parents get murdered ...
ISBN: 9789573330615
CHI68893 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

極限遊戲
Ji xian you xi
by Yongchen Lin
Xianggang : 2014. 384 p.. Paperback
Are you insane? This world is insane. If you are
insane, I'd make the whole world insane in order
to protect you. Bai is a psychologist, she is
being abducted on the eve of Valentine's Day.
When she is being freed, she insists that she

相思引
Xiang si yin
by Lanshu
Nanjing : 2014. 224 p.. Paperback
Yuan takes the traditional three years to mourn
for the death of her father. Meng, her fiance,
stays by her side the whole time. Three years
later, right after they get married, her father
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has been killed, what other people see as her is
only a look-alike.
ISBN: 9789888156948
CHI69517 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

February 2015

Traditional Chinese translation of 'Jujiya shiki
no piero', a popular Japanese mystery and
detective story by Keigo Higashino.
ISBN: 9789573330967
CHI70332 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

疾风回旋曲
Ji feng hui xuan qu
by Keigo Higashino
Beijing : 2014. 275 p.. Paperback
The secret unversity developed bio weapon has
been stolen ... Potent lethal poison is buried
under thick snow ... A ransom of millions of
dollars ... The master mind of the heinous crime
is dead ... When the temperature drops below 10
degrees, toxic fumes will be released ...
ISBN: 9787514306538
CHI69531 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

高校入試
Gao xiao ru shi
by Kanae Minato
Taibei : 2014. 352 p.. Paperback
Traditional Chinese translation of 'Koko
nyushi', a Japanese detective story by Kanae
Minato.
ISBN: 9789863314868
CHI70335 US$25.20(CA$36.00)

ADULTS/BOOK/ROMANCE:

鬼吹灯之镇库狂沙
Gui chui deng zhi zhen ku kuang sha
by Tianxiabachang
Tianjin : 2014. 288 p.. Paperback
Hu accompanies Shirley to visit her family plot
in the cemetery and discovers that her
grandfather's tomb has been robbed and even the
remains are being taken. During their
investigation, they find out some unrelated
ancient secret.
ISBN: 9787201087092
CHI69562 US$18.20(CA$26.00)

谁在时间的彼岸 : 全二册
Shei zai shi jian de bi an (2 v.)
by Qingshanluotuo
Changsha : 2013. 512 p.. Paperback
Life is like a long trip without bidding
goodbyes, people just go on their own journeys.
Along the way, they spend their youthful days,
learn about pain, experience love -- that's what
makes life valuable.
ISBN: 9787540461638
CHI67054 US$22.40(CA$32.00)

天下一号
Tian xia yi hao
by Zhongshan Shi
Changchun : 2014. 432 p.. Paperback
Another classic from the popular writer, Shi,
based on historical events, the thriller is
about spy work and counter spy work.
ISBN: 9787538743623
CHI69789 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

悠悠我心
You you wo xin
by Yishu
Xianggang : 2013. 312 p.. Paperback
Your heart may speak quietly in the middle of
the night. Your heart may have had dreams. Your
heart remembers all the love and pain. Your
heart will remind you of all the little
promises. Your heart may also get jealous ...
ISBN: 9789882013162
CHI67095 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

臺北逃亡地圖
Taibei tao wang di tu
by Lifeng Qi
Taibei : 2014. 272 p.. Paperback
Set in Taipei this is a thrilling mystery and
detective story revolving around the homicide of
a department store clerk.
ISBN: 9789571360065
CHI70301 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

沒有名字的甜點店
Mei you ming zi de tian dian dian
by Xiaoyue Wu
Taibei : 2013. 240 p.. Paperback
Like your favorite desserts, the story will
sweeten you up. And like most people, the
sweetest dessert is the one you share with your
lover. Chapters include: Donuts, macaroons,
cream puffs, brownies, puddings ...
ISBN: 9789862905999
CHI67239 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

十字屋的小丑
Shi zi wu de xiao chou
by Keigo Higashino
Taibei : 2014. 288 p.. Paperback
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心如鐵
Xin ru tie
by Hui Chen
Xianggang : 2013. Paperback
Sometimes it looks like love, sometimes love is
silent, sometimes love is sour, sometimes love
is like iron, sometimes between courage and
hopelessness ... one can find the formula of
love. The book contains little stories about
love. There are many faces of love. The author
is an award-winning writer.
ISBN: 9789888254088
CHI67254 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

February 2015

This is a pretty but sad love story. Because of
changes in her family, Su has to leave her first
love and marry an ugly but successful man. Her
husband provides her with a comfortable life but
betrays her trust. Just as she feels sorry for
herself, she meets a man who seems to care for
her ...
ISBN: 9787506371827
CHI68485 US$14.00(CA$20.00)
不想恋爱
Bu xiang lian ai
by Risa Wataya
Guilin : 2014. 142 p.. Paperback
Can I truly fall in love with a person I don't
love? No, that's not right. I should have said,
"Can I accept a different kind of love?" This is
an award-winning novel.
ISBN: 9787549544950
CHI68487 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

那就跳舞吧, 在咖啡館
Na jiu tiao wu ba, zai ka fei guan
by H
Taibei : 2013. 224 p.. Paperback
Inside a coffee shop, some people wait, some
people are at a lost, some people are anxious,
some people are in a tangled love affair -seven stories, about love, anxiety, loneliness.
ISBN: 9789868931190
CHI67411 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

那男孩
Na nan hai
by Yishu
Xianggang : 2014. 304 p.. Paperback
His hair is shoulder length, eyes sparkling,
tall with a good build, almost up to the height
of Mrs. Wang's ears -- the boy has grown up.
Chen nods her head at him; he looks at her, but
looks away very quickly. After a while, when
nobody is looking, he looks back at her ...
ISBN: 9789882013193
CHI68559 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

我為偷情懺悔
Wo wei tou qing chan hui
by Ningjing
Xianggang : 2013. 268 p.. Paperback
Fate always makes jokes on people. Two good
friends with very similar names - both want to
be writers - one is talented but does not work
hard, and the other one works very hard but
lacks the talent. By chance, because of a mixup, their dreams come true. What is not meant to
be is still not meant to be.
ISBN: 9789888254330
CHI67585 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

一念心动, 一生绵延
Yi nian xin dong, yi sheng mian yan
by Wuchuketao
Nanchang : 2014. 328 p.. Paperback
If she could turn back the time, she would not
allow herself to meet him, and definitely would
not have fallen in love with him. He did his
best to keep her around, just when she was
willing to love him totally, he told her that
his intention to be with her was for revenge.
ISBN: 9787550000292
CHI68964 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

黑, 白, 許多灰
Hei, bai, xu duo hui
by Yishu
Xianggang : 2013. 304 p.. Paperback
To Su, in the world, there are only two colors:
Black and white; two kinds of people: Good and
bad. Yi Shu has been a best selling author for
decades. She started writing at 15 and published
her first novel at 17.
ISBN: 9789882013179
CHI67790 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

逆轉思憶的沙漏
Ni zhuan si yi de sha lou
by Junbi
Xianggang : 2014. 212 p.. Paperback
Thought I wouldn't need you in my life, never
knew how important you are to me ... She grew up
with her mother, until she finds her "virtual
father", she knows how much she wants to have a

水中沙
Shui zhong sha
by Ling Li
Beijing : 2014. 235 p.. Paperback
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complete family ... If the sandglass can turn
over, I can start valuing you.
ISBN: 9789881648822
CHI69142 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

February 2015

应许之日
Ying xu zhi ri
by Yiwu Xin
Nanchang : 2014. 312 p.. Paperback
God promises his children a "promise land", but
will those women in love get their "promise
day"? Stepping into marriage is like entering a
room, first they must find the man with the
right key to open the door.
ISBN: 9787550009776
CHI69663 US$16.80(CA$24.00)

露水的世
Lu shui de shi
by Yishu
Xianggang : 2014. 312 p.. Paperback
Our knowing each other is like morning dew, even
our lives are short. So, why feel sad and cry?
No matter what happens, just let go.
ISBN: 9789882013209
CHI69151 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

回到爱最开始的地方
Hui dao ai zui kai shi de di fang
by Wuchuketao
Beijing : 2014. 304 p.. Paperback
The most beautiful part of love is the beginning
part of love. When she tells him, "If I continue
to keep our love fresh, will you let me by your
side?" Love can be painful, only to be valued
when it's gone.
ISBN: 9787505733954
CHI69787 US$16.80(CA$24.00)

妳想要的, 只是我的後悔嗎？
Ni xiang yao de, zhi shi wo de hou hui ma?
by Ju zi
Taibei : 2014. 288 p.. Paperback
It was not your fault, not mine nor his. Only we
didn't make things clear, we thought escape
could solve problems. Youth is not all pretty,
it is pretty because it has you ... and him.
ISBN: 9789573330738
CHI69268 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

世界换你微笑
Shi jie huan ni wei xiao
by Yishu
Beijing : 2014. 178 p.. Paperback
Zhou is a famous novelist, her work has been
made into a movie and she gets involved in the
show business and becomes a celebrity herself.
Because of this, she is being pursued by three
men.
ISBN: 9787506073738
CHI69809 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

來自天堂的雨
Lai zi tian tang de yu
by Chenyu
Taibei : 2014. 384 p.. Paperback
Before the first drop of rain, before my world
falls apart, please stay with me ... Shi and I
grew up together, I like him, otherwise I would
not have fought for him when I was six years
old. But when he reached 16 he started dating
other girls. Xu knows I like Shi just like the
way he likes me ...
ISBN: 9789868993860
CHI69270 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

这双手虽然小
Zhe shuang shou sui ran xiao
by Yishu
Beijing : 2014. 192 p.. Paperback
Jia says, "These hands are small, but they are
mine, not yours." She is lovely, independent and
sensitive. The story brings out women and
children's issues.
ISBN: 9787506073684
CHI69905 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

我在云上爱你
Wo zai yun shang ai ni
by Xiaoxian Zhang
Beijing : 2014. 256 p.. Paperback
When I first liked you, it was just like finding
something good in the world. But then why I was
not happy? "When did you fall in love for the
first time?" "At 16." "How long did it last?"
"Three days." "Only three days?" "But it seemed
like 30 years long!" I still remember my love
story at 16.
ISBN: 9787020101993
CHI69475 US$16.80(CA$24.00)

紅到幾時
Hong dao ji shi
by Yishu
Xianggang : 2014. Paperback
Young friends, I've been telling this story for
decades, and I still intend to continue telling
the same story. As a woman, she must be able to
support herself before she can pursue dreams and
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happiness. No matter what type of work she does,
she can make her own friends, find a mate, even
raise a family ... or be single. That's what you
call the freedom to make choices.
ISBN: 9789882013216
CHI69949 US$22.40(CA$32.00)

February 2015

time. World War Z is the result.
ISBN: 9789573272021
CHI66550 US$21.00(CA$30.00)
零地點 GroundZero
Ling di dian
by Geyan Yi
Taibei : 2013. 320 p.. Paperback
The truth! This century's first Chinese novel
about nuclear disaster and tragedy. Summon up
courage ... let there be zero mistake!
ISBN: 9789861739779
CHI67337 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

午後薰衣茶
Wu hou xun yi cha
by Xiaoxi Ming
Taibei : 2014. 272 p.. Paperback
He is well-known idol star, but his heart is
cold as ice. Until that little redheaded witch,
suddenly crashed into his life; she is like an
unknown toxin, invaded every cell of his body.
And she, with a smile, lies a trap set next, let
him jump down, then it ...
ISBN: 9789865678043
CHI70092 US$18.20(CA$26.00)

消失的5年
Xiao shi de 5 nian
by Jiandong Guo
Xianggang : 2014. Paperback
Imagine, one morning you wake up, five years are
gone from your life, your wife has left, the
family you once had doesn't exist anymore. To
make it worse, there are people out there who
intend to hurt you, and you need to protect your
loved ones, time is against you ...
ISBN: 9789888287918
CHI69899 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

蝕心者
Shi xin zhe
by Yiwu Xin
Taibei : 2014. 429 p. Paperback
A love story by Xin Yiwu, one of the bestselling writers in China. To Fang, her world has
no sunshine, Fu is like a dim light in her life.
Although he is not as bright as sunlight, he
does brighten up her gray life. If Fu is a
mirror, Fang is the lamp, they need each other
to reflect light.
ISBN: 9789862725177
CHI70239 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

ADULTS/BOOK/TRANSLATED FICTION:
末日之戰
Mo ri zhi zhan
by Max Brooks
Taibei : 2013. 384 p.. Paperback
The Zombie War came unthinkably close to
eradicating humanity. Brooks, driven by the
urgency of preserving the acid-etched first-hand
experiences of the survivors from those
apocalyptic years, traveled across the United
States of America and throughout the world, from
decimated cities that once teemed with upwards
of thirty million souls to the most remote and
inhospitable areas of the planet. He recorded
the testimony of men, women, and sometimes
children who came face-to-face with the living,
or at least the undead, hell of that dreadful
time. World War Z is the result.
ISBN: 9789573272021
CHI66550 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

ADULTS/BOOK/SCIENCE FICTION,
FANTASY:
末日之戰
Mo ri zhi zhan
by Max Brooks
Taibei : 2013. 384 p.. Paperback
The Zombie War came unthinkably close to
eradicating humanity. Brooks, driven by the
urgency of preserving the acid-etched first-hand
experiences of the survivors from those
apocalyptic years, traveled across the United
States of America and throughout the world, from
decimated cities that once teemed with upwards
of thirty million souls to the most remote and
inhospitable areas of the planet. He recorded
the testimony of men, women, and sometimes
children who came face-to-face with the living,
or at least the undead, hell of that dreadful
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雪国之劫
Xue guo zhi jie
by Keigo Higashino
Shanghai : 2013. 272 p.. Paperback
Ski resort has a bomb! The warning letter claims
that bombs have been buried and if the demands
are not met, the bombs can be detonated at any
time. Readers get to decide who truly is the
criminal.
ISBN: 9787532761616
CHI66811 US$16.80(CA$24.00)

February 2015

realized that all the secrets were related to
"madam's" life.
ISBN: 9789573330240
CHI67644 US$21.00(CA$30.00)
明日綻放的花蕾
Ming ri zhan fang de hua lei
by Minato Shukawa
Taibei : 2013. 288 p.. Paperback
The author is an award-winning writer. The seven
stories depict Japan in the 1930s and '40s. The
characters are from all walks of life, and each
narrates his or her experience. Reading their
stories is like traveling back in time.
ISBN: 9789865830496
CHI67666 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

麒麟之翼
Qi lin zhi yi
by Keigo Higashino
Haikou : 2013. 288 p.. Paperback
In the middle of busy Tokyo, a middleaged man
gets killed, he dies watching a statue of kylin.
The chief suspect gets into a car accident
trying to escape from the police ...
ISBN: 9787544266161
CHI66938 US$16.80(CA$24.00)

路
Lu
by Shuichi Yoshida
Taibei : 2013. 400 p.. Paperback
Words that will bring tears to your eyes -- the
story is about the cooperative building of the
railway system in Taiwan between Japan and
Taiwan. The main theme is based on depictions of
four groups of people.
ISBN: 9789570842562
CHI67678 US$26.60(CA$38.00)

左右對稱 : 草莓之夜3
Zuo you dui cheng : cao mei zhi ye 3
by Tetsuya Honda
Taibei : 2013. 240 p.. Paperback
The intent to kill has been brewing until the
critical moment ... seven shocking cases. Seven
stories about life, about crime and punishment.
ISBN: 9789861334653
CHI67339 US$18.20(CA$26.00)

深河
Shen he
by Shusaku Endo
Haikou : 2013. 265 p. .
Simplified Chinese translation of Japanese title
"Fukai kawa". In this moving novel, a group of
Japanese tourists, each of whom is wrestling
with his or her oven demons, travels to the
River Ganges on a pilgrimage of grace.
ISBN: 9787544265409
CHI67689 US$18.20(CA$26.00)

大地之子 : 全三冊
Da di zhi zi (3 v.)
by Toyoko Yamasaki
Taibei : 2013. 1104 p.. Paperback
One person's decision, two people's fate ... The
book covers Japan's war orphans after World War
II, China's political shift before the reform,
changes in international economy. The author had
a meeting with high Chinese official in 1984.
ISBN: 9789861739984
CHI67643 US$59.50(CA$85.00)

公开的秘密
Gong kai de mi mi
by Alice Munro
Nanjing : 2013. 280 p.. Paperback
Consists of eight matchless stories, each one as
rich as a full novel. All of them provide
compulsive reading – and rewarding re-reading.
The Ontario stories range from "A Wilderness
Station," which gives an account of an 1852
tree-felling accident and sheds light on the
harsh life of the pioneers, all the way to the
present, where family names known to us appear
again in a world of TV shows and snowmobiles.
Munro is the 2013 Nobel Prize Laureate in

花紋
Hua wen
by Toyoko Yamasaki
Taibei : 2013. 304 p.. Paperback
This is the author's representative work on
female values. During the war, a young woman hid
out in the house belonging to a "madam". The
house had a cold atmosphere and seemed to harbor
many secrets. After the war, the young woman
received the news of "madam's" passing, and she
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Literature.
ISBN: 9787544745406
CHI67773 US$16.80(CA$24.00)

February 2015

在大雪封閉的山莊裡
Zai da xue feng bi de shang zhuang li
by Keigo Higashino
Taibei : 2013. 272 p.. Paperback
Passing the audition, seven men and women are
supposed to rehearse for the stageplay in a
mountain villa. Only after their arrival, they
discover that the plot is a mystery with no
script, and the director will not be there. They
are told that the play is about seven people
being snowed in in a mountain villa, and there
will be a series of murder. The seven actors
will need to imagine themselves in that
situation. Soon, they discover that, one by one,
the actors vanish ...
ISBN: 9789573330325
CHI67901 US$18.20(CA$26.00)

飛上天空的輪胎
Fei shang tain kong de lun tai
by Jun Ikeido
Taibei : 2013. 608 p.. Paperback
His company truck had an accident, one of the
wheels flew out killing a young mother. Not only
the incident got a lot of media coverage, the
police also charged his company for negligent.
So, he began his investigation and found out
that similar incidents happened across the
country ...
ISBN: 9789862271056
CHI67869 US$31.50(CA$45.00)
爱的进程
Ai de jin cheng
by Alice Munro
Nanjing : 2013. 380 p.. Paperback
Simplified Chinese translation of 2013 Nobel
literature prize winner Alice Mauro's "The
progress of love". In these stories she proves
once again a sensitive and compassionate
chronicler of our times. Drawing us into the
most intimate corners of ordinary lives, she
reveals much about ourselves, our choices, and
our experiences of love.
ISBN: 9787544745710
CHI67875 US$18.20(CA$26.00)

親愛的人生
Qin ai de ren sheng
by Alice Munro
Taibei : 2013. 328 p.. Paperback
The short stories in this brilliant collection
show Munro coming home to southwestern Ontario,
with Toronto looming on the horizon. The range
of storytellers is astonishing, as we hear the
young voices of women recalling their teenage
years and the equally convincing voice of an old
woman fighting Alzheimer's. Munro admirers will
see that these stories are shorter than many in
her recent collections, but they have all the
sharpness, accessibility, and power of her
earlier work, and they are - as always -full of
"real" people. Munro is, of course, the Nobel
Laureate of Literature 2013.
ISBN: 9789865829742
CHI68131 US$22.40(CA$32.00)

快乐影子之舞
Kuai le ying zi zhi wu
by Alice Munro
Nanjing : 2013. 290 p.. Paperback
Simplified Chinese translation of 2013 Nobel
literature prize winner Alice Mauro's "The dance
of the happy shades". In these fifteen short
stories, the author conjures ordinary lives with
an extraordinary vision, displaying the
remarkable talent for which she is now widely
celebrated. Set on farms, by river marshes, in
the lonely towns and new suburbs of western
Ontario, these tales are luminous acts of
attention to those vivid moments when revelation
emerges from the layers of experience that lie
behind even the most everyday events and lives.
ISBN: 978754474570
CHI67878 US$15.40(CA$22.00)

太多幸福
Tai duo xing fu
by Alice Munro
Taibei : 2013. 424 p.. Paperback
Ten superb stories by the Nobel Laureate in
Literature 2013. In the first story a young wife
and mother receives release from the unbearable
pain of losing her three children from a most
surprising source. With clarity and ease, Munro
once again renders complex, difficult events and
emotions into stories that shed light on the
unpredictable ways in which men and women
accommodate and often transcend what happens in
their lives.
ISBN: 9789865829735
CHI68132 US$23.80(CA$34.00)
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不想恋爱
Bu xiang lian ai
by Risa Wataya
Guilin : 2014. 142 p.. Paperback
Can I truly fall in love with a person I don't
love? No, that's not right. I should have said,
"Can I accept a different kind of love?" This is
an award-winning novel.
ISBN: 9787549544950
CHI68487 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

February 2015

years. This is an epic poem on fate. News is
bad? Courage or stubborness? An exclusive news
story can shake up a country. A news reporter
gambles with life.
ISBN: 9787020101221
CHI68883 US$39.20(CA$56.00)
學生街殺人
Xue sheng jie sha ren
by Keigo Higashino
Taibei : 2014. 384 p.. Paperback
After the university relocates, the street where
the campus used to be becomes quiet. After
graduation, Guangping keeps living on university
street, he lies to his parents that he has
entered graduate school, but actually he is lazy
to look for work. Then, out of the blue, his
parents get murdered ...
ISBN: 9789573330615
CHI68893 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

暗夜無星
An ye wu xing
by Stephen King
Taibei : 2014. 416 p.. Paperback
Traditional Chinese translation of ' Full dark,
no stars' by Stephen King. A collection of four
new novellas. In the story 1922, a man plunges
into the depths of madness when his wife
attempts to sell off the family home. A mystery
writer, who was beaten and raped while driving
home from her book club, plots her revenge in
Big Driver. Diagnosed with a deadly cancer, a
man makes a deal with the devil in Fair
Extension. And in A Good Marriage, a woman
discovers her husband's darker side while he is
away on a business trip.
ISBN: 9789573330554
CHI68618 US$28.00(CA$40.00)

第一個被遺忘的人
Di yi ge bei yi wang de ren
by Cyril Massarotto
Taibei : 2014. 200 p. Paperback
́ '. Madeleine,
in her sixties, is found one day in the parking
lot of a supermarket and can not remember the
place where she put her car or even the color of
the latter. She is forced to call for help, his
younger son Thomas, she is forced to tell him
that she is losing her memory. Then begin for
this woman a descent into hell and terrible
suffering for these three children, especially
for Thomas, the first got forgotten.
ISBN: 9789570843507
CHI69004 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

双生
Shuang sheng
by Jose Saramago
Beijing : 2014. 253 p..
Saramago was awarded the 1998 Nobel Prize for
Literature. Tertuliano Maximo Afonso is a
divorced, depressed history teacher. To lift his
spirits, a colleague suggests he rent a certain
video. Tertuliano watches the film, unimpressed.
But during the night, when he is awakened by
noises in his apartment, he goes into the living
room to find that the VCR is replaying the
video. He watches in astonishment as a man who
looks exactly like him, more specifically,
exactly like he did five years before,
mustachioed and fuller in the face, appears on
the screen.
ISBN: 9787506372558
CHI68874 US$18.20(CA$26.00)

無形之雨：草莓之夜4
Wu xing zhi yu : cao mei zhi ye 4
by Tetsuya Honda
Taibei : 2014. 408 p.. Paperback
Three tragedies ... vengeance trilogy ... all
the rain cannot wash off bloodstained hands and
spirit. When the order has passed down not to
continue with the investigation of a murder, how
to find the truth?
ISBN: 9789861334950
CHI69128 US$21.70(CA$31.00)

命运之人 : 上下冊
Ming yun zhi ren (2 v.)
by Toyoko Yamazaki
Beijing : 2014. 737 p.. Paperback
The author has been in the literary world for 50

夢幻花
Meng huan hua
by Keigo Higashino
Taibei : 2014. 384 p.. Paperback
Just as Qiu receives news that a cousin has
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committed suicide, grandfather also gets
murdered. Qiu goes to grandfather's home to
investigate and finds a plant is missing, and
this plant has yellow flowers, and it's
grandfather's favorite. Qiu decides to research
this plant online.
ISBN: 9789865706159
CHI69383 US$26.60(CA$38.00)
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CHI69479 US$16.80(CA$24.00)
都市传说
Du shi chuan shuo
by Minato Shukawa
Beijing : 2014. 264 p.. Paperback
The author is an award-winning writer. The book
consists of five colorful short stories which
depict the dark side of humanity.
ISBN: 9787550227620
CHI69480 US$16.80(CA$24.00)

忽然一陣敲門聲
Hu ran yi zhen qiao men sheng
by Etgar Keret
Taibei : 2014. 230 p.. Paperback
In his most playful and most mature work yet,
the living and the dead, silent children and
talking animals, dreams and waking life coexist
in an uneasy world. Overflowing with absurdity,
humor, sadness, and compassion, the tales in
Suddenly, a Knock on the Door establish Etgar
Keret—declared a “genius” by The New York
Times—as one of the most original writers of
his generation.
ISBN: 9789869014915
CHI69384 US$18.20(CA$26.00)

疾风回旋曲
Ji feng hui xuan qu
by Keigo Higashino
Beijing : 2014. 275 p.. Paperback
The secret unversity developed bio weapon has
been stolen ... Potent lethal poison is buried
under thick snow ... A ransom of millions of
dollars ... The master mind of the heinous crime
is dead ... When the temperature drops below 10
degrees, toxic fumes will be released ...
ISBN: 9787514306538
CHI69531 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

相愛或是相守
Xiang ai huo shi xiang shou
by Alice Munro
Taibei : 2014. 424 p.. Paperback
In the nine breathtaking stories Munro achieves
new heights, creating narratives that loop and
swerve like memory, and conjuring up characters
as thorny and contradictory as people we know
ourselves. A tough-minded housekeeper jettisons
the habits of a lifetime because of a teenager's
practical joke. A college student visiting her
brassy, unconventional aunt stumbles on an
astonishing secret and its meaning in her own
life. An incorrigible philanderer responds with
unexpected grace to his wife's nursing-home
romance.
ISBN: 9789863590118
CHI69448 US$23.80(CA$34.00)

幸福陰影之舞
Xing fu yin ying zhi wu
by Alice Munro
Taibei : 2014. 272 p.. Paperback
Winner of the Nobel PRize in Literature 2013 In
these 15 short stories, Munro conjures ordinary
lives with an extraordinary vision, displaying
the remarkable talent for which she is now
widely celebrated. Set on farms, by river
marshes, in the lonely towns and new suburbs of
western Ontario, these tales are luminous acts
of attention to those vivid moments when
revelation emerges from the layers of experience
that lie behind even the most everyday events
and lives.
ISBN: 9789863590194
CHI69627 US$21.00(CA$30.00)
国境以南太阳以西
Guo jing yi nan tai yang yi xi
by Haruki Murakami
Shanghai : 2014. 260 p..
A 37-year-old man has a successful business, a
beautiful wife and a lovely daughter, yet he
feels something is missing in life. What can
make his life complete is his childhood
sweetheart...
ISBN: 9787532765485
CHI69691 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

寂寞东京塔
Ji mo Dongjing ta
by Kaori Ekuni
Nan hai chu ban : 2014. 256 p.. Paperback
He is 19 years old and in love with a married
woman. In their three years of underground love,
he reads her favorite books, listens to her
favorite music, and waits for her daily phone
calls. He assumes this happiness will last
forever and forever ...
ISBN: 9787544268950
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白雪公主殺人事件
Baixue gong zhu sha ren shi jian
by Kanae Minato
Taibei : 2014. 272 p.. Paperback
Traditional Chinese translation of
'Shirayukihime satsujin jiken', a Japanese
bestseller by Kanae Minato.
ISBN: 9789573330912
CHI70087 US$19.60(CA$28.00)
圖書館奇譚
Tu shu guan qi tan
by Haruki Murakami
Taibei : 2014. 72 p.. Paperback
Traditional Chinese translation of 'Fushigi na
toshokan', a classic short story by Haruki
Murakami. Haruki Murakami is a contemporary
Japanese writer. His works have been translated
into 50 languages and his best-selling books
have been published in millions of copies.
ISBN: 9789571360348
CHI70088 US$17.50(CA$25.00)
花嫁
Hua jia
by Nanae Aoyama
Taibei : 2014. 232 p.. Paperback
Traditional Chinese translation of 'Hanayome' by
Nanae Aoyama. Her literary debut was 'Mado no
Akari' in 2005, for which she won the Bungei
Prize.
ISBN: 9789571360201
CHI70089 US$17.50(CA$25.00)
十字屋的小丑
Shi zi wu de xiao chou
by Keigo Higashino
Taibei : 2014. 288 p.. Paperback
Traditional Chinese translation of 'Jujiya shiki
no piero', a popular Japanese mystery and
detective story by Keigo Higashino.
ISBN: 9789573330967
CHI70332 US$19.60(CA$28.00)
高校入試
Gao xiao ru shi
by Kanae Minato
Taibei : 2014. 352 p.. Paperback
Traditional Chinese translation of 'Koko
nyushi', a Japanese detective story by Kanae
Minato.
ISBN: 9789863314868
CHI70335 US$25.20(CA$36.00)
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